
Letʼs start.
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Miroslav Sochor, 2009

DIGITAL CINEMA
What are we talking about?
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Universal Production Partners 
Fully Integrated PostProduction House
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Digital Cinema (DCI)
Digital Cinema Initiatives
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Digital Cinema (DCI)
Digital Cinema Initiatives

★ formed in March 2002

★ primary purpose is to establish and document 
specifications for an open architecture for digital 
cinema

★ set standard for distributors, studios, vendors 

★ content is secured using SW and HW protection

★ standard include 2D specifications
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Digital Cinema - Advantages

★ piracy-proof technology

★ stable picture, stable subtitles

★ always the same quality

★ multilingual versions

★ no outwear copy
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Digital Cinema - Advantages

★ simpler manipulation with material

★ simpler opertion with projection system

★ cheaper transport of copies

★  better avaibility of copies

★ 3D

★ alternative content, advertising
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Digital Cinema (DCI)

★ MPEG2 or JPEG2000 wavelet compression (SMPTE)

★ 2K resolution using 24fps or 48fps (scope, flat) in 2D

★ 4K resolution in 24fps (scope, flat) in 2D

★ 2K using 48fps or 144fps in 3D

★ XYZ color space, 12bit color depth, 250Mbit/s top data rate

★ WAVE 24bit, 48kHz up to 16 channels PCM uncompressed

Picture and sound
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Digital Cinema (DCI)

★ content encrypted by AES 256bit algorithm

★ unique key for every copy and every server

★ Key secured by RSA 2048bit encription

★ no security risk send keys by email

★ no security risk send keys on HDD with content

★ forensic marking

Security
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Resolution

720x576

1280x720

1920x1080

2048x1080

4096x2160

(visualised in 2.35:1)
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Resolution 4096x2160
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Projection systems
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Projection systems

★ Sony 4K CineAlta

★ Doremi

★ Dolby

★ Qube

★ XDC

★ ...

Servers
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Projection systems

★ Sony 4K CineAlta

★ Christie

★ NEC

★ JVC

★ Barco

★ Kinoton

★ ...

Projectors
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Projection systems
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Digital intermediate workflow
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Lets make it simple
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Lets make it simple
scanner
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Lets make it simple
scanner Telecine

Digital Camera
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TOBRUK
★ scanned in 4K resolution using Nothlight2 

scanner

★ colored using Baselight4 system in 4K also
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TOBRUK
★ scanned in 4K resolution using Nothlight2 

scanner

★ colored using Baselight4 system in 4K also
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DCI Mastering

Targets in DCP mastering:

✓ maximum compatibility with DCI players

✓ usage current CPU capacity

✓ high settings flexibility

✓ maximum possible quality of picture and sound

✓ affordable price
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~ €80 000
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3D Boom

★more then 80% of projection are in 3D

★ double prices - faster fund return

★ not so much 2D copies

★ new entertainment in cinema

★ every month new 3D blockbuster
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Color separation

★ used color separation rotation 
filter for separation picture for 
every single eye, installed directly 
in to the projector

★ single projection system

★ no silver screen

★  most used system

Dolby Digital 3D 
Disney Digital 3D 

Technology in short
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Separation of polarization

★ Rotary plugin with 
polarization filters out of the 
projector

★ synced filter rotation with 
frame for every single eye

★ simple installation in front of 
the projetor

★ Silver screen necessary

Technology in short
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★ Double lens RealD adapter

★ not so easy instalation - switch 
sigle lens / double lens adapter

★ Highest quality of 3D projection

★ silver screen necessary

★ Licensed by RealD - only for 
rent

Separation of polarization
Technology in short
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Digital Cinema Data 
Distribution

★ using HDDs and mail service

★ using DVB-S and DVB-S2 technology

★ using Internet data transfers

★ using online streaming (feature?)
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TOP speed networking
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Mail delivery
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Mail delivery

• 2,5” HDD with USB
• 80 - 500GB storage
• highly resistant enclosure
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Mail delivery

✓ 2,5” HDD with USB
✓ 80 - 500GB storage
✓ highly resistant enclosure

File systems:
• EXT2 (3)
• NTFS 
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Satellite distribution
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Satellite distribution

★ DVB-S and DVB-S2

★ pilot project  - Metropolitan opera

★ low bitrate

★ not DCI compliant

★ still testing
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Internet data transfers
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Internet data transfers

★ DigiDelivery and similar services for DCP

★ private FTP servers for DCP

★ email for delivering KDM

★ web application for KDM and certificates 
management

★ data transfers based on special protocols 
(rbUDP)
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Online Streaming
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Live streaming
★ possibility of 4K streaming over Internet2 or lambda

★ using NTT codec (JPEG 2000) or encoding farm and 
high-tech codecs for streaming

★ possibility of central distribution storage and 
streaming server (content delivery network)

★ possibility of video on demand (premiere around the 
world in one moment)

★ better content and fee control, author rights aspects 

★ no cost of local storage

★ needs of high-speed network connection
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Content ? Yes, it exists...
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Czech Republic

➡  1. DCI cinema - December 2008

➡  1.Q 2009 90% plexes digitalized

➡  end of 2009  -  37 DCI screens!

➡  Most of projections is in 3D

➡ small cinemas want to survive !
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Czech Republic

➡ 2008 - expert group on Ministry of Culture to 
establish strategy of digitizing

✦ 1. version “big one” - funds from state budget 
2008 - expert group on Ministry of Culture to 
establish stragy of digitizing

✓ 2.version - State fund for support and evolution 
of czech cinematography
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Czech Republic
Fund on ministry of culture for support and 

evolution of czech cinematography

➡  first wave 30 cinemas

➡ maximum 50% from complete costs

➡ maximum €46,300,- per cinema

➡ global budget €1,660,000,- 

➡ second wave I.Q 2010 - without guarantee

Special grant for cinema technical development
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Czech Republic
Fund on ministry of culture for support and 

evolution of czech cinematography

➡  first wave  - aprox. 30 cinemas

➡ maximum 50% of total costs

➡ maximum €46,300,- per cinema

➡ global budget €1,660,000,- 

➡ second wave I.Q 2010 - without guarantee

Exceptional grant for cinema technical development
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Czech Republic
Fund on ministry of culture for support and 

evolution of czech cinematography

➡ grant include only picture part of digitizing, 
excluding 3D

➡ result must be DCI cinema

➡ small cinemas need support from townhall 
to gain another 50% of total costs

Exceptional grant for cinema technical development
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What does it cost ?

✓ Projector + Server = € 93,000

✓ 3D system = € 26,000

✓ Sound system = € 37,000

✓ SUM:  € 156,000

Where to get that and donʼt steal ?

...borrow, save, obtain...
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Czech Republic
Fund on ministry of culture for support and 

evolution of czech cinematography

What you, small cinema, must do:

➡ Financing (funds, city, loan,...)

➡ technological report about cinema status

➡ complete concept of picture and sound solution

➡ introductory request from more integrators

➡ integrator selection procedure

➡ realization

➡ operators downing
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Czech Republic
DCI cinemas in CR
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Czech Republic
Systems in DCI cinemas
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Czech Republic
List of cinemas, which gain fund from grant
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Czech Republic
Main issues in digitizing of small and art cinemas:

✖ recommended DCI standards, not norm

✖ diferent interpretation of DCI standards

✖ absence of control authority

✖ no 3D systems recommedation 

✖ information absence about faillure rate, luminocity
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Czech Republic
Main issues in digitizing of small and art cinemas:

✖ no updates of distributions agreements

✖ no distribution-economical models

✖ cinemas unpreparation for  “IT” part of digital 
projection

✖ no updates of cinema economical models 

✖ no ideas what does it really mean “digitizing”
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Czech Republic
Main issues in digitizing of small and art cinemas:

✖ zero informations on site of important subjects as 
distributor of technology integrator

✖ different pruction managers access - push to use 
digital copy at any cost

✖ competition of integrators - spreading of partial 
informations to gain deal - information vacuum

✖ very little cognizance about alternative use of 
digital equipment
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Information portal

★ From begining of thinking about digitizing 

★ non-commercial

★ for sharing informations and experiences

★ Czech paradox
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Miroslav.Sochor@upp.cz

Thank you!
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